
There is no need to use both core barrels depended on hard rock or soft rock 
formation.  The combination of swivel head with fluid passage adjustment 
mechanism (Patent number 4627505) used in GWS swivel head & Core Barrel and 
special accessories attached to the top of inner tube allows significant improvement 
in the core recovery in fault fracture zones, alternate layers of hard and soft 
formation, and ultra-soft layers, which have been difficult to take core samples.

＜Main Features＞
・Ground breaking clearance adjustment mechanism between the inside of bit and 
the top of inner barrel, core lifter case to control the passage area of drilling fluid 
easily and surely to the core side, which is the main cause of washing out soft cores, 
is built into the swivel head portion.
・It can recover various core with the combination of unique diamond bit design and 
special accessories to the top of inner tube. (Depending on the layer condition, you 
can use either lifter specification or non-lifter specification.)
・Even on the ultra-soft layer, special basket type lifter (8-3) effectively holds the core, 
thus prevent partial falling of the core.
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